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Manchester clothing brand
Private White V.C. have long
espoused their ‘sheep-to-shop’
philosophy. And creative
director Nick Ashley is more
than happy to demonstrate
exactly what that means, in the
way he knows best – taking
us on a motorcycle ride from
the wool farms of Wales to their
factory floor in Manchester…
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NICK ASHLEY

‘THERE ARE ENOUGH
WELL-HEELED
ROMANTICS OUT
THERE TO JUSTIFY
OUR EXISTENCE’
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I hear the gentle hum of pistons firing as I sit atop a new
Triumph T100, looking across at Nick Ashley as he firmly
secures his helmet. The smell of mud warming on the
exhaust pipes wafts into my nostrils, and a steady patter
of raindrops beat down on my back. I’m in Wales, at
Ashley’s farm, waiting patiently for our journey to begin.
The creative director of the British clothing brand Private
White V.C., Ashley’s prominence in the design world is
effortlessly firm. As the second son of Sir Bernard and
Laura Ashley – whose interior company is known the
globe over – design is unquestionably in his blood. ‘I got
into the design world through my parents,’ says Ashley.
‘They always did their best to surround me with nice
things, even when they had no money at all.’ It is only
natural then that we should be on a Welsh farm in the
middle of winter, saturated with dirt and rain, looking at
the very mud-covered animals that provide the wool for
some of the finest garments in the industry. Beauty, after
all, is a process.
‘Here he comes,’ cries Ashley, pointing towards a vast
black Wensleydale ram steaming down the hill, his
dreadlocked wool so immense that he appears formless.
‘He’s our new ram; we’re playing around with different
wools at the moment.’ Ashley is referring to Private White’s
fervent attitude towards truly British-made products, to
keep the entire manufacturing process on British soil. ‘The
sheep to shop provenance is a romantic notion that we had
when we formed Private White,’ says Ashley. ‘James (Eden
– founder), Mike (Stoll – managing director) and I are all
passionate about British production; five years ago we had
absolutely no idea how many customers would feel the
same way. Luckily, there are enough well-heeled romantics
out there to justify our existence.’
The motorcycle excursion we’re about to embark on is,
in the spirit of detailing the Private White ‘journey’, a road
trip following the sheep-to-shop story, to explore the very
backbone of the clothing manufacturing process in Britain
today. Private White looks past the product in search of
more: namely where it originates and why that’s important.
‘Private White starts with a fibre, preferably British, but in
some cases imported – for example, cashmere and cotton
that we use a lot of,’ says Ashley as he clambers into the
sheep pen. ‘We are moving into local linen, alongside
developing our own herd of supersoft sheep here in Wales.’
Grabbing a handful of wool from the back of a ewe, Ashley
continues, ‘We take this fibre and turn it into a yarn; the
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tightness or loftiness of the yarn can be controlled by us. It
is then woven in our partner weaving mills. The fabric and
cloth coming out of the mills then goes into our familyowned factory in Manchester, to be made into clothes. The
clothes then get sold in our shops.’
There you have it: sheep to shop. The farm, run by
Ashley’s wife Ari, is a humble space. References to his
tenure as a designer can occasionally be seen throughout
the house: the odd remaining artefact from his eponymous
brand, Nick Ashley, adorn the windowsills – and remnants
of his love for the motoring world lie hidden in plain
sight. Across the courtyard in his workshop, he shows off
numerous medals and cups from rallies and races that he
has participated in, most notably his finishers’ medal for
the 2000 Paris-Dakar Rally, the most dangerous motorrace on Earth. ‘I have been racing all over the world for
the past 40 years,’ he adds with pride. Indeed, I first met
Ashley a few years ago at an amateur motorcycle race,
where we shared his homemade cider and cheered on his
youngest daughter Edie in her first flat-track race, which
she won. A regular on London’s motorcycle scene, Ashley’s
love for two wheels has become pivotal to his persona, and
a driving force for Private White. As he asserts, ‘I ride
motorcycles because they give me freedom.’
We head indoors and settle next to the wood-burning
stove. Edie is busily preparing dinner, and their two Welsh
Terriers, Badger and Bumble, are quick to clamber onto
our laps. As Ashley throws another log on the fire, he
talks me through his career. Starting life working for his
parents’ brand, he spent some 15 years as design director
for Laura Ashley. From there, he founded his own brand,
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NICK ASHLEY

‘WHEN WE FORMED,
IT WAS BOTH A
DREAM AND A
NIGHTMARE. BUT
THE DREAM WON’

while designing for numerous other marques too (including
Kenzo and Tod’s of Italy), before joining Dunhill as head
designer of menswear. ‘All the clothes were made in Italy,
which made life very easy, but not very challenging, so
when Private White was formed, based in a factory in
Manchester, with mills in Lancashire and Yorkshire, and
with British supplied fibres… it was both a dream and a
nightmare,’ he says. ‘But the dream won!’
Taking inspiration from early 20th century military
attire, alongside the wardrobe of Private Jack White (the
company’s namesake, a real life Victoria Cross recipient
from the Great War and the great-grandfather of James
Eden), Ashley’s creations have turned a new fashion brand
into an industry-adored name in under a decade.
The following morning, as we career out of the farm in a
light downpour and race towards the factory in Manchester,
my thoughts turn to the nature of Private White and its
attitude towards British-made products. ‘As far as I know,
we are the only British clothing brand that has this level
of verticality,’ says Ashley when we stop for a well-earned
coffee. ‘There are many companies ‘greenwashing’ their
image as being British made, but in actual fact they are
taking advantage of the soft labelling and “country of
origin” regulations.’ It’s clear that his passion for the
founding ethos of Private White is a formidable one, and
commendable to see from such a high-profile designer.
As the day pulls on, the drizzle slows, the clouds soften,
and the long journey north becomes increasingly more
comfortable. Arriving in Manchester’s industrial quarter
after a whirlwind journey, I see the blue and gold signage
of Private White appear around a corner as Ashley points
towards their modest factory. Here, Nick is greeted by
the crafters with admiration, and Edie, who has joined
our journey, runs over and warmly hugs one of the
seamstresses, Dot. (Edie, a designer herself, once spent
two weeks working in the factory.) James Eden and his
excitable British bulldog, Brutus, emerge from a meeting
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and greet us warmly too. It is immediately clear that the
‘family business’ atmosphere that Private White does so
much to propogate is more than mere marketing spin.
As Ashley shows me around the factory, I ask him about
his creative process. ‘When I’m designing a new collection,
I have to take into account how much the customer has
evolved since the last one,’ he says. ‘Even though I keep
things brutally simple and iconic, there are still quite large
changes going on with the customer – for example fit,
which is really loosening at the moment, and the whole
androgynous thing, which nobody saw coming.’ He passes
me a new camel coat to feel. ‘I can very easily visualise how
the end product will look and be received – perhaps that is
why I am still contributing to this industry.’
There is a truth in this of course, but also a truth in the
provenance of the brand. Even with pieces Private White
can’t produce in-house, the dedication to their ethos is
commendable. ‘In order to round out our collections,’ says
Ashley, ‘we use our friends in the British industry to supply
our knitwear, shoes, bags and accessories.’
I wonder then what Ashley thinks about the direction of
the fashion industry at large, and the importance of brands
like Private White on the burgeoning growth in locallysourced, locally-crafted wares. ‘It’s not for me to decide
how important it is to keep British craftsmanship going,’
he says. ‘That’s up to the customer. However strongly I feel
about the subject, people vote with their feet, and wallet.
But it’s a lot easier to design now that we have customers
buying the product.’
In a world dogged by exploitation – a situation in which
the consumer has been more than content for many
years – attitudes are finally beginning to shift. People are
beginning to think about homemade crafts once again and
– even more importantly – they’re willing to pay for them.
It has taken time, effort and the deep passion of visionaries
like Nick Ashley, but it’s happening.
privatewhitevc.com
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